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YVONNE ROSALES 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

34TN JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
El Paso, Hudspeth and Culberson Counties 

September 10, 2022 

Re: State of Texas v. Patrick Crusius 

TO THE HONORABLE LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: 

In light of the Constitutional 6th Amendment speedy trial issues involved in this 

case and since the State of Texas has already provided notice of intent to seek the death 

penalty, we have determined it was necessary to file the attached Motion to Recuse the 

Honorable Judge Sam Medrano to memorialize the severe retaliation we are receiving to 

prevent us from prosecuting this case. 

At this point, there is even a conspiracy to have me removed from office after 

being duly elected, all because I refuse defense counsel Joe Spencer's demands that I 

remove the death penalty. Please note that Joe Spencer showed up to the July 1 "status 

hearing" and read a statement to the Court that was surreptitiously prepared, which rvas a 

clear attack on my person and my administration. I would note that he continuously and 

inappropriately kept representing that he knew and understood what the Honorable Judge 

David Guaderrama was thinking and his positions on the case. The introduction of 
statements without laying the foundation is Joe Spencer's inappropriate effort to pit the 

state case against the federal case in an attempt to delay both cases, since he has a staff of 
16 people receiving taxpayer funds with no clear accountability. In other words, the 

financial interests of Joe Spencer and his legal team have a clear conflict with the 

defendant's ability to have his case heard pursuant to the 6th Amendment speedy trial 

issue. 

The retaliation also includes Judge Medrano's appointment of Justin Underwood 

to in effect harass me and unlawfully issue subpoenas for me and other unrelated parties. 

Justin Underwood on August 17, 2022, called my staff and issued a series of threats that 

are potentially criminal in nature. In light of the bomb threats our office has previously 
received, I am forced to take every threat seriously. 

We would very respectfully note that the State was the first to arrest and indict the 
defendant in this case, and the first to seek the death penalty, and Judge Medrano insists 
on having hearings without the presence of the defendant. In light of the extreme 
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political nature and recent focus of the case, I am considering asking for the assistance of 

the Attorney General of Texas in the prosecution and handling of this case. Finally, I 

would want all parties to know that my administration has always and will always 

continue to hold the Honorable Judge Guaderrama in the highest regards. 

Sincerely, 

Yvonne Rosales 
34th Judicial District Attorney 

CC: The Honorable Judge David Guaderrama 
Attorney General Merrick Garland 
The Honorable Governor Greg Abbott 
U.S. Attorney Ashley Chapman Hoff 
United States Court of Appeal for the Fifth Circuit 
The Honorable Judge Stephen Ables 
Defense Counsel Joe Spencer 
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